We report the first-principles electronic structure of BiVO 4 , a promising photocatalyst for hydrogen generation. BiVO 4 is found to be a direct band gap semiconductor, despite having band extrema away from the Brillouin zone center. Coupling between Bi 6s and O 2p forces an upward dispersion of the valence band at the zone boundary; however, a direct gap is maintained via coupling between V 3d, O 2p, and Bi 6p, which lowers the conduction band minimum. These interactions result in symmetric hole and electron masses. Implications for the design of ambipolar metal oxides are discussed.
Introduction
Metal oxides represent ideal catalysts for solar-driven hydrogen production and other photocatalytic applications due to their low cost and high stability in aqueous solution.
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The major drawback is that most binary metal oxides suffer from band gaps too large (>3 eV) to absorb a significant fraction of visible light (e.g., TiO 2 ). For solar to hydrogen conversion efficiencies above 15%, which are needed to compete with direct photovoltaic driven electrolysis, a band gap below 2.2 eV is required. 8 Typical metal oxides have valence and conduction bands composed of O 2p and metal s character, respectively ( Figure  1 ). The high ionic character ensures a large separation between the band edges, for example, ZnO (3.4 eV 9 ), Ga 2 O 3 (4.5 eV 10 ), and Al 2 O 3 (8.8 eV 11 ). One avenue to overcome this limitation is the use of transition metal cations with d n electronic configurations; however, while absorption in the visible range is gained, for example, Fe 2 O 3 (∼2.0 eV 12 ) and Co 3 O 4 (∼1.3 eV 13 ), photogenerated carrier transport and extraction become problematic due to the small polaron dominated conductivity and associated high resistivity. 14, 15 An alternative solution can be found from the choice of posttransition metal cations with occupied high binding energy s states, producing an O 2p metal p band gap, for example, PbO (2.1 eV 9,16 ), SnO (2.4 eV 17,18 ), and Bi 2 O 3 (2.5 eV 9, 19 ). Indeed, the photocatalytic properties of PbO have been demonstrated with photogenerated currents of up to 4 mA/ cm 2 under white light illumination. 20 The main issue arising from ns 2 cations is that coupling between the filled cation s and anion p states generally results in an unfavorable indirect band gap (e.g., PbO 21 ) where band edge optical absorption varies with the square root of the photon energy. For direct gap semiconductors, these transitions are proportional to the photon energy squared. This requires thicker films for indirect materials, increasing the cost, and decreasing the carrier extraction efficiencies.
Consequently, it is becoming increasingly clear that to overcome the intrinsic limitations of binary metal oxides for next generation photocatalytic and optoelectronic applications, it will be necessary to combine multiple cations to * Corresponding author. E-mail: aron_walsh@nrel.gov.
( form functionalized multiternary oxides. 25 and BiVO 4 . [26] [27] [28] BiVO 4 has shown particular promise for water photodecomposition with the presence of both a low band gap (2.4-2.5 eV) [26] [27] [28] and reasonable band edge alignment with respect to the water redox potentials. 29 It has been reported to exhibit both n-and p-type semiconducting properties, 30 in addition to high photon-to-current conversion efficiencies (>40%). 26, 31 To date, the fundamental electronic structure of BiVO 4 has not been well explored. In particular, it is unclear whether the band gap is direct or indirect and what role the occupied Bi 6s lone pair electrons [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] may play in determining the valence band edge positions and charge transport properties. Here we report the results of first-principles band structure calculations, which predict BiVO 4 to be a direct band gap semiconductor. In a centrosymmetric lattice, interaction between Bi 6s and O 2p results in an upward dispersion of the valence band away from Γ and a relatively light hole effective mass. In typical metal oxides, the s-like conduction band is centered at Γ, which would result in an undesirable indirect band gap; however, the presence of unoccupied V 3d states in BiVO 4 , coupled with O 2p and Bi 6p levels, results in a conduction band minimum at the Brillouin zone edge, maintaining favorable low energy direct transitions.
Crystal Structure
BiVO 4 is known to exist in three polymorphs (orthorhombic pucherite, 37 tetragonal dreyerite, 38 and monoclinic clinobisvanite 38 ); however, it is the thermodynamically stable clinobisvanite phase that exhibits good photoelectrochemical behavior. [26] [27] [28] The base centered monoclinic crystal structure (space group 15, C 2h 6 ) contains four unique lattice sites: Bi (4e), V (4e), O1 (8f), and O2 (8f). 38, 39 By taking into account the crystal inversion symmetry, a primitive cell of two formula units can be constructed, Figure 2 . The layered structure of Bi-V-O units stacked parallel to the c axis draws features from both the Bi 2 O 3 and the V 2 O 5 binary analogues. 33, 40 The Bi coordination environment is a distorted oxygen octahedron, with nearest neighbor distances ranging from 2.35 to 2.53 Å, while V is at the center of a distorted tetrahedron with 2 × 1.74 Å and 2 × 1.75 Å bond lengths. O1 is coordinated to one Bi and V, while O2 is coordinated to two Bi and a single V. 
Calculation Methodology
Calculations were performed using density functional theory (DFT) 41, 42 as implemented in the VASP 43, 44 code. Three dimensional periodic boundary conditions were used to approximate an infinite solid. 45 Exchange-correlation effects were described through the generalized gradient approximation, within the Perdew-BurkeErnzerhof (PBE) 46 formalism. 47 The k-point density (8 × 8 × 8) and plane wave cutoff threshold (500 eV) were found to be well converged; the equilibrium volume was obtained through minimization of the stress tensor at an elevated cutoff of 750 eV. Both the optical transition matrix elements and optical absorption spectrum were calculated within the transversal approximation and the PAW method.
48 Structure and charge density visualization and analysis were performed using VESTA.
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Results and Discussion
The equilibrium structural parameters are in very good agreement with experiment, 39 with deviations of less than 1% in the lattice constants, Table 1 . Three pairs of Bi-O bond lengths are found at 2.445, 2.473, and 2.475 Å, while two pairs of V-O bond lengths are found at 1.738 and 1.749 Å.
The ion-projected valence electronic densities of states (DOS) are plotted in Figure 3 . The main O 2p based valence band is spread between 0 and -5 eV, with respect to the highest occupied state. An additional peak is found at -9.5 eV consisting of the majority of Bi 6s states. These features are consistent with previous calculations 26, 36 and X-ray photoemission measurements. 26 As a result of its elevated oxidation state and formal d 0 configuration, V makes only a small contribution to the valence density of states, but hybridization with O 2p, centered at -3.5 eV, is observed. Closer inspection of the O 2p valence band indicates the presence of Bi 6s and Bi 6p states at the top and bottom, respectively. This is consistent with previous analysis of Bi 2 O 3 , where coupling between Bi 6s and O 2p produces antibonding Bi 6s states toward the top of the valence band, 33 and the distribution of states is hypothesized for BiVO 4 on the basis of excitation and emission spectra. 28 While an isolated O 2p valence band is resilient to oxidation, the presence of antibonding cation-anion electronic states at lower binding energy is beneficial for hole formation and mobility, as demonstrated by the excellent p-type behavior of both Cu 2 O 50 and SnO. 51 The conduction band is found to be dominated by V 3d states, with significant contributions from O 2p and Bi 6p also present.
The band structure, drawn along two high symmetry lines 52 of the Brillouin zone, is shown in Figure 4 . BiVO 4 is found to be a direct band gap insulator. While the PBE-DFT band gap of 2.16 eV is marginally underestimated relative to experiment (2.4-2.5 eV), the difference is much less than metal oxides with s-like conduction bands such as ZnO (where the error exceeds 2 eV). 53,54 The valence and conduction band extrema are found away from the gamma point where the strength of interatomic hybridization within the Bi-V-O layers is increased. While there is some curvature at the band edges, the high densities of states around the band gap mean that the bands are far from parabolic and are therefore not expected to be well described under a typical semiconductor effective mass approximation. However, fitting the energy-momentum dependence of the states along the A-M line predicts effective masses on the order of 0.3 m e for both holes and electrons; in metal oxides the hole masses are typically much heavier, for example, 16 m e for In 2 O 3 . 55 Such light masses should facilitate efficient photoexcited charge carrier separation and extraction.
To gain a deeper understanding of the band structure features, we have plotted projections of the wave function for three specific bands at the A point through a (001) plane containing both Bi and V atoms, labeled i, ii, and iii in Figure  4 . The first projection at -9.1 eV is of predominately Bi 6s character, as expected from the corresponding DOS in this (48) The corresponding calculated optical absorption spectrum is shown in Figure 6 . Fundamental band-edge transitions are dipole allowed, with absorption beginning at the band gap threshold (2.1 eV), which results in a peak centered around 2.4 eV before a continued ascent to shorter photon wavelengths. The same onset feature has been observed experimentally in the UV-vis absorption spectrum. 27 The slow rise in the absorption coefficient, resulting from a range of weak valence to conduction band transitions, would suggest significant transmission in the visible range (an inefficient use of low energy photons), and therefore even from the viewpoint of a perfect bulk crystal, there is significant scope for improving oxide photocatalytic properties beyond BiVO 4 .
Drawing from our present results it is clear that the combination of multiple cations to form complex oxides can be used to influence the ground-state electronic structure and associated optical absorption. The key question that needs to be addressed is what combination of cations will be optimal. Exhaustive enumeration of all possible multiternary cation combinations is impossible, and hence intuitive guidance is imperative for future success. For photocatalysis, it has been consistently shown that the presence of nd 0 ions (e.g., Ti 4 + , V 5 + , W 6 + ), where the localized nature of the cation d conduction band is extended through hybridization with O 2p to produce large polaron carriers, 56 + hole) is detrimental to the generated photocurrent through reduced crystallinity and enhanced carrier recombination. 59 An alternative route for anion incorporation attracting recent attention is the formation of multiternary metal oxynitride or oxysulfide compounds. 60, 61 The second approach can result in the compositional flexibility of a homologous series of compounds such as the Cu and Ag delafossite ternary ABO 2 oxides, where A ) Cu or Au and B is a trivalent cation. 50, 62, 63 For the third approach, no homologous series are found due to the strong preference of ns 2 cations for disordered coordination and hence unique crystal structures that vary with the cation s binding energy. The viability of both cation approaches has been made apparent in a recent optical evaluation of ternary tungstenates, 64 which found SnWO 4 and CuWO 4 to be the only XWO 4 nontransition metal oxides with optical band gaps lower than 2.5 eV. Both the raise in valence band energy and the added dispersion of the ns 2 and nd 10 cations are a characteristic that should be exploited in future material exploration. Of particular benefit is the lighter hole mass and antibonding character at the top of the valence band, which can be tuned to obtain p-type hole conducting and ambipolar metal oxides, two highly elusive material classes.
Conclusion
In summary, we have presented a first-principles electronic structure analysis of BiVO 4 . Through examining the electronic density of states and band structure, we can understand why BiVO 4 is a promising photocatalyst for hydrogen generation. BiVO 4 is found to be a direct band gap semiconductor, despite having band extrema away from the Brillouin zone center. Coupling between Bi 6s and O 2p forces an upward dispersion of the valence band at the zone boundary; however, a direct gap is maintained via coupling among V 3d, O 2p, and Bi 6p, which lowers the conduction band minimum. These interactions result in symmetric hole and electron masses. However, from examination of bulk optical absorption, improvements are possible, and we suggest that future work should closely consider the combination of nd 0 and ns 2 /nd 10 cations for both reducing the oxide band gaps and increasing the hole conductivity.
